
The high-quality Kaldewei Relax Lounger, originally conceived for the CONODUO bath, is now available for many other bath models. 
What’s more: as the lounger also comes sized 200 x 100 cm, it can even be used with the big CONODUO or the BASSINO floating pool.

RELAXATION IN NEW FORMATS
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EXCLUSIVE COMFORT FOR THE BATHROOM
The Kaldewei Relax Lounger

Franz Kaldewei GmbH & Co. KG 
Beckumer Str. 33-35
59229 Ahlen
Germany
Tel. +49 2382 785 0
Fax +49 2382 785 200
www.kaldewei.com

Model No. 180 x 80 cm 190 x 90 cm 200 x 100 cm

BASSINO 144 •

CeNTRO DUO 133 •

CLASSIC DUO 110 •

CLASSIC DUO 114 •

CONODUO 733 •

CONODUO 734 •

CONODUO 735 •

DyNA SeT/STAR 622/623 •

pURO 633/657 •

SANIFORM pLUS 375/337 •

SeNTO STAR 378 •

VAIO DUO 950 •

VAIO SeT/STAR 946/947 •



The new Relax Lounger is like a small wellness oasis that’s always close at hand. Relaxing on the fine fabric, you’ll feel as if you’re lying 
on the deck of an elegant yacht. In addition to its appealing design, the Relax Lounger offers multiple options for use.
It is made up of three separate folding panels, each of which can be used singly or in combination for a variety of applications:  
for ex ample as a shelf while lying in the bath, or as a mattress to recline on.
When the three panels are placed together on the bath, they can be joined securely, forming a large, stable surface that sits firmly on 
the bath. A further connection between the Relax Lounger and bath can be created by fixing attachment buttons to the bath. This allows 
even already installed baths to be retrofitted with the Relax Lounger. The Relax Lounger supports up to 130 kg (TÜV-tested) and is 
available with a comfortable neck cushion. Cushion dimensions: 40 x 23 x 9 cm. Relax Lounger dimensions: 180 x 80 cm, 190 x 90 cm, 
200 x 100 cm.

COMFORT WITH AN ELEGANT LOOK

Rack for storing Relax Lounger and cushion, available 

exclusively in white.

Actual product colours may differ slightly from those illustrated due to the printing process.

Now the Relax Lounger comes in four different colours: beige, carmin red, chocolate and anthracite. The lounger is a welcome  
addition to any bathroom not only because of its colourful new look, but also due to its high-quality feel. No wonder, because its  
upholstery is hand-sewn.

VARIETY IN ATTRACTIVE COLOURS

anthracitechocolatecarmin redbeige


